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We are a design-led tile specification company 
working with some of the world’s most dynamic 
manufacturers to bring you the latest tile collections, 
many of which are exclusive.

As part of the UK’s largest tile specialist, you can be 
reassured that we have the resources and know-how 
to find the perfect tiles for your homes.

Our housebuilder team has over 90 years’ experience 
in helping to create original interiors that make sure 
your homes stand out from the competition.

Our Design Studios in Clerkenwell and Leicester 
both show a wide selection of tiles in a relaxed and 
creative environment. 

About Parkside

New Look

Juno Rooms

David Lloyd

Marriott
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As well as our increasing number of tile collections  
with recycled content, we’re committed to making  
all areas of our business as sustainable as possible. 

This includes:

• Sustainable and responsible product sourcing

• Improving energy efficiency in production  
e.g. solar powered kilns

• Sourcing from sustainable suppliers

• Reducing carbon impact in the supply chain

• Less waste in production

• Central operations and delivery

• Use of sustainable energy

• Reducing carbon impact in UK delivery

• Less waste from our Design Studios  
and Support Office

• Reduced energy consumption

It is very much a journey and we look forward  
to sharing our progress with you.

We offer our developer customers a full range  
of show home and marketing suite support  
ranging from traditional sample hand boards  
to our innovative sample card system.

Parkside has operated in the commercial tile sector for many 
years, building a very successful track record in commercial 
projects. We continue to work with many recognised brands 
such as David Lloyd, Starbucks and Burger King. Our client 
portfolio also includes international hotel chains such as 
Holiday Inn, Radisson and Hilton Hotels.

As part of the UK’s largest tile business we are able to 
support the house developers customers through our  
central warehousing facility and logistical capability.

Working  
with Parkside

exclusive collection

Part of the

An internationally recognised  
brand for your customers.
We’ve worked with Britain’s most stylish and 
contemporary homes magazine to bring together 
the exclusive ELLE Decoration collection.

New Look

Juno Rooms

Leicester Design Studio

Central warehouse  
facility and logistics

Clerkenwell  
Design Studio

David Lloyd

Marriott
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You may already know that there’s more to consider than just your choice of 
tiles. Grout colours, trims and door bars all play their part in the finished look.

We partner with industry-leading brands to offer a complete tiling solution 
including over 20 different grout options. Trims available include metal effect, 
wood effect, marble effect and matt black options.

Our team are available 
to help you pick the 
perfect grouts, trims and 
door bars if needed. The 
Regal collection (page 
28) makes it easy with its 
own range of perfectly 
matching accessories.

Getting  
the Look

Many of our collections have matching 
and coordinating outdoor ranges to 
help you create the modern indoor/
outdoor look.

Vista 20 is our Porcelain Collection of  
20mm landscape tiles. These tiles can 
be fixed in the same way as traditional 
concrete and natural stone pavers, we 
can also provide fire-rated pedestal 
installation systems for areas such as 
apartment balconies.

Luxury Vinyl Tiles (LVT), known as SPC (Stone Polymer 
Composite), are comprised of a rigid core for added 
durability. With a glue-less format, integral underlay 
and click locking system, they provide an easy to clean 
flooring solution which is resistant to both scuffs and 
stains. Discover a range of wood and stone effect 
shades below, all PTV 36+ rated.

Coordinating grout  
colours can enhance 
your tile installation.

Read more about these in our separate Home & LVT brochure.
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Parkside  
Premium Collection
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Colours Colours

LENTON

Lenton

Lenton  
Extension

Variations in colour add vibrancy to 
spaces with a choice of colour with 
these ultra glossy options. 

We also offer an extension to  
our Lenton range which includes  
an additional 6 shades.

Complementing our Lenton series, 
Extension offers an addition 6 colours in 
slightly warmer tones, both ranges can be 
combined in the same installation.

60x240x10mm Gloss Wall

60x240x10mm Gloss Wall

Porcelain

Porcelain

60x240

60x240

Blue Liquorice

Musk

Forest Green

Green

Antique WhiteGreige Ochre

White Bronze

Ink Blue

 LENTON
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SANCY

White  
(Matt/gloss)

Derwent 
Grey  
(Matt)

Borgen Oak  
(Matt)

Delano  
(Gloss)

Metallic  
(Gloss)

Blush  
(Matt/gloss)

Teal 
(Matt/gloss)

Charcoal  
(Matt/gloss)

Colours

Sancy

Inspired by the continued trend of geometric shapes, 
this collection allows you to play with pattern and 
colour to form something unique.

192x100x10mm Matt/gloss Wall only

Ceramic

192x100

 SANCY
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DELANO

Delano

A marble-effect porcelain tile that beautifully 
emulates real marble, bringing a luxury 
aesthetic to any home. 

600x300x9mm Polished Wall/floor
600x600x9mm Polished Wall/floor
600x1200x9mm Polished  Wall/floor

Porcelain

Black Marquina

White Calacatta

Colours

600x600

600x300

600x1200

 DELANO

Coordinating grout  
colours can enhance 
your tile installation.
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 RANDOLPH

Black

Grey

White

Colours

Randolph

The black, grey and white tones complement each 
other and work well in a random pattern of hexagons.

210x182x9.5mm hex Matt Wall/floor

Porcelain

ASHBURNHAM

Ashburnham

With a matt finish and three colour options, you 
can create a clean style by choosing a single colour 
or mix and match for a more daring look.

265x230x10mm hex  Matt  Wall/floor

Porcelain

Black Grey

White

Colours

265x230

210x182
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KASTE01

Kaste01

Achieve an industrial look with a choice of three 
contemporary grey tones, all with high slip-
resistant properties. Pair with the coordinating 
shower tray for a seamless contemporary look. 

600x600x10mm* Matt Wall/floor
900x900x10mm*  Matt Wall/floor

Shower Tray
900x1350x10mm* 

600x600

900x900

Porcelain

Basalt

Cement

Grit

Colours

36+

 KASTE01

Coordinating grout  
colours can enhance 
your tile installation.

Our award-winning Kaste01 
collection has a shower tray 
fashioned from the same 
material as the concrete effect 
tiles enabling a cohesive flow 
between the bathroom floor 
and shower area.
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Kenridge

Bring elements of city living into the home with 
a blend of rich brown tones adding warmth. The 
matt finish has improved slip-resistant properties.

600x600x10mm Matt/polished Wall/floor

600x600

Multi

ColoursPorcelain36+

 KENRIDGE

Coordinating grout  
colours can enhance 
your tile installation.

Aldridge
An authentic wood-effect 
surface, texture inspired  
by real parquet flooring.  
The matt finish has improved 
slip-resistant properties.

600x600x10mm Matt Floor

600x600

Porcelain36+

ALDRIDGE

Mocha

Cognac

Maple

Colours
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SHIMLA

Shimla

Shimla+

Patterns and décors that evoke a 
personal statement to create a unique 
feature within the home.

450x450x10.5mm Matt Wall/floor

450x450x10.5mm Matt Wall/floor

Ceramic

450x450

450x450

Colours

Berkeley Slate

Berkeley Essence  
Graphite

Henley Cool

Berkeley Charcoal

Amberley Orchid

Henley Fog

Berkeley Essence 
Eden

Gatzby

Henley Ice

Berkeley Essence 
Sky

Henley Warm

 SHIMLA

Porcelain36+
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TYNE TYNE 

Tyne

Create a traditional brick and mortar 
look with these brick format tiles that 
have high slip-resistant properties.

250x60x10mm Matt Wall/floor

Porcelain

Sand Grey

Red White

Colours

250x60

36+

Coordinating grout  
colours can enhance 
your tile installation.
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REGAL

Designed for exceptional performance in a subtle 
palette of neutral tones and different surface effects 
with perfectly matching trims, door bars and grouts. 
The matt finish has high slip-resistant properties.

600x300

600x600

394x324

600x300mm Matt/polished Wall/floor
600x600mm Matt/polished Wall/floor

300x600x9mm etched décor  Polished Wall only
394x324mm cube mosaic Matt/polished Wall/floor

Where thicknesses are not specified, Mattfinish tiles 
are 9.7mm thick and Polished finish tiles are 9mm thick.

36+

 REGAL

25

Porcelain
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REGAL

Polished Matt Etched Cube Mosaic
Accent Glass 

Mosaic

Vanilla

Grey

Ash

Smoke

Vanilla & Grey Polished

Vanilla & Grey Matt

Ash & Smoke Polished

Ash & Smoke Matt

Grout
Trims and  

Movement Joints Door Bar: Tile/Tile or Tile/Carpet

 REGAL

Colours
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SCAPA

Scapa

Three gentle sea tones from the Orkneys, 
these tiles come in a plain or a patterned 
finish. There are five different patterns 
which will be mixed in a box.

150x400x10mm Gloss Wall only

Ceramic

150x400

Pattern
Available in all 3 colours

Colours

Blue

Mist

Seagrass

 SCAPA

Coordinating grout  
colours can enhance 
your tile installation.

exclusive collection

Part of the
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FLAUNT FLAUNT

Flaunt

Taking inspiration from the reeded surfaces 
reminiscent of art deco glamour, Flaunt 
is a collection of ceramic wall tiles that 
are available in a plain or 3D reeded decor 
option, allowing a combination of laying 
patterns and designs to be achieved.

The colour palette focuses on earthy tones, 
incorporating soft sage and terracotta, 
complemented by a classic white and a 
subtle grey.

225x75x9mm Matt Wall

Colours

225x75

Grey Decor

Grey Plain

Sage Decor

Sage Plain

White Decor

White Plain

Teracotta Decor

Teracotta Plain

Ceramic
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Acrux
Acrux is a range of bespoke ceramic tiles, 
they have a unique yet elegant shape 
making them the perfect eye catcher  
in your next project.

Colours

Hot Pink

White

Blue

Silver

Mustard

Pewter

Green

ACRUX ACRUX

130x130x8mm Gloss Wall

130x 
130

Ceramic
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TOUCHLINE TOUCHLINE

35

Touchline

Touchline is a range of rectangular textured tiles 
which have been designed with clean, sharp lines and 
an earthy hue. Lay them in a brick bond format with 
contrasting grout for a smooth finish, or achieve a 
more rustic look by using a matching grout.

300x100x7.5mm Matt Wall

Colours

30x10

White

Silver

IvoryBrown

Smoke

Ceramic
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LUSAKA LUSAKA

Lusaka

Lusaka is an oak inspired collection consisting of 
4 colours and multiple finishes, including a 20mm 
option for outdoors as well as a Chevron shape option. 
Cutting edge relief reader technology provides a 
continuous flow of colour with more intense shading, 
while high resolution scanning gives perfect adherence 
between pattern and structure. The use of glossy and 
matt inks reproduces knots and veins with precision 
and extreme realism, making it one of the most 
realistic wood effect tiles available.

The Grip and structured options have high slip 
resistance (PTV 36+).

200x1200x11mm Matt/Grip Wall/floor
225x1800x9mm Matt Wall/floor
400x1200x20mm Matt/Outdoors Wall/floor
600x600x20mm Matt/Outdoors Wall/floor
110x540 Chevron Matt Wall/floor 

200x1200

110x540

400x1200

600x600

225x1800

Wood Effect Tiles

Colours

Chevron

Castagno Grip

Rovere Oak Chevron

Quercia Walnut Chevron

Natural Chevron

Castagno Matt

Natural Grip

Natural Matt

Quercia Grip

Quercia Matt

Rovere Grip

Rovere Matt

36+
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Lapari

Lapari’s marble effect offers a sleek 
design for a minimalist, modern look. 
A matt finish porcelain, Lapari gives 
you the stunning opulence of white 
marble with a contemporary feel.

300x600x10mm Matt Wall/floor
600x600x10mm Matt Wall/floor

Marble Effect Tiles

LAPARI LAPARI

39

Colours

600x600

300x600

White
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HEMINGTON

Hemington

The Hemington range is a contemporary slate 
effect porcelain tile which can be used on either 
wall or floor, the range encompasses a 3D décor 
tile which is ideal for creating a feature wall, the 
structured brick effect is designed to give a blended 
natural stone wall effect.

605x305x9.5mm Matt Wall/floor
605x605x10mm Matt Wall/floor
610x150x9mm 3D décor Matt Wall only
300x300x9.5mm mosaic Matt Wall/floor

Porcelain

605x305

605x605

300x300

Colours

Cliff

Cliff 3D Décor

Graphite

Graphite 3D Décor

Putty

Putty 3D Décor

610x150

 HEMINGTON

Coordinating grout  
colours can enhance 
your tile installation.
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Parkside  
ELLE Collection

exclusive collection

Part of the
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STUDIO STUDIO

Studio

Cement with a soft water colour effect that has a contemporary 
feel. Studio has a colour coordinated décor tile that combines 
all the base colours in the range, there is also a scored décor tile 
which brings a distinctive linear effect to your room.

300x600x8.5mm Glazed Ceramic Wall only
270x420x6mm Glazed Ceramic Wall only
450x450x8.5mm Glazed Ceramic Wall/floor

Ceramic

300x600

450x450

270x420

36+

White Beige Grey

Anthracite Décor

Colours

exclusive collection

Part of the
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ALPE ALPE

Alpe

Lightly textured finish in a modern concrete effect design. 
The Alpe range is available in 3 colours, with 3 wall tile size 
options all with a matching 450x450 floor tile.

300x600x8.5mm Glazed Ceramic Wall only
450x450x8.5mm Glazed Ceramic Floor only

Ceramic

300x600

450x450

36+

Grey Anthracite

White Décor

Colours

exclusive collection

Part of the
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Elvert

Creating a contemporary in/out look Elvert collection 
has 2 coordinating 20mm outdoor porcelain tiles, see 
pages 44-45 and 110 for more information.

330x900x10.5mm* Matt ceramic Wall only
600x600x9.5mm** Matt porcelain Wall/floor
600x1200x10mm Matt porcelain Wall/floor
1000x1000x10mm Matt porcelain Wall/floor 
 
*Pearl/Sand only
**Outdoor 20mm thick option available

Argent Pearl Grey Sand

Colours

Porcelain/Ceramic

330x900

600x600

1000x1000

600x1200

36+

ELVERT  ELVERT

Coordinating grout  
colours can enhance 
your tile installation.

exclusive collection

Part of the
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DUOMO

Duomo

Delicate veining makes this marble-effect 
collection a subtle way of introducing marble 
into your design.

200x600x9mm Gloss ceramic Wall only
330x900x10.5mm  Matt/gloss ceramic Wall only
300x600x8.7mm  Satin porcelain Wall/floor
600x600x9.5mm  Satin porcelain Wall/floor

Porcelain/Ceramic

White

Colours

200x600
330x900

300x600

600x600

 DUOMO

Coordinating grout  
colours can enhance 
your tile installation.

exclusive collection

Part of the
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Muse

Inspired by marbles most purest fine and delicate veins, 
Muse translates into a choice of creating distinctive spaces 
with a sophisticated touch. Its smooth and satin finish 
emulates the natural wearing over time of the surface, 
offering a beautiful look and feel.

Available in 4 colours, comprising of a range of satin finish 
wall tiles with a matching matt surface floor tile which has 
improved slip resistance ideal for bathroom floors.

MUSE MUSE

300x600x8.5mm Silk Wall only 
600x600x10mm  Porcelain Floor

300x600

600x600

White Prisma White Natural

White

Colours

Porcelain/Ceramic36+

Coordinating grout  
colours can enhance 
your tile installation.

exclusive collection

Part of the
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Muse

Ivory Prisma

Grey Prisma

Coal Prisma

Ivory Natural

Grey Natural

Coal Natural

Ivory

Grey

Coal

Colours

MUSE MUSE

exclusive collection

Part of the
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Piazen
Inspired by the elegance of the Piasentina natural stone, 
Piazen captures all its elegance and naturalness, adding 
a slight touch of wear that makes it more sophisticated 
and contemporary. With a slightly structured surface 
and a rich texture that must be seen and felt, it gives 
a natural and urban touch to modern and full of 
authenticity spaces.300x600x8.5mm Ceramic Wall 

600x600x10mm  Porcelain Floor

300x600

600x600

Porcelain/Ceramic

Pearl Groove Ivory Groove

Pearl Cube Ivory Cube

Pearl Matt Ivory Matt Clay Natural

Sand Natural

Wall Floor

Colours

PIAZEN PIAZEN

36+

exclusive collection

Part of the
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Piazen
The Piazen range is made up of 4 natural tone colours,  
comprising of a wall tile with 2 different décor options 
and a coordinating floor tile in 2 sizes, to complement the 
range there is the additional option of the black floor tile 
which is also available in 2 sizes.

PIAZEN PIAZEN

Oyster Groove Ash Groove

Oyster Cube Ash Cube

Oyster Matt Ash Matt Iron Natural

Coal Natural

Coordinating grout  
colours can enhance 
your tile installation.

Wall Floor

Colours

exclusive collection

Part of the
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VALLE

500x1000x7mm Porcelain Wall/floor
750x750x7mm Porcelain Wall/floor

Porcelain

600x1200

750x750

Colours

Coal

Gris

Ivory

FIRENZE

Valle

Ideal for residential spaces, this larger 
format porcelain tile takes its inspiration 
from New York loft living. The soft, 
weathered matt texture is designed to 
resemble a rare type of Phyllite slate 
found in the Dalradian rocks on the 
Isle of Arran. These dramatic coloured 
tiles combine the naturally individual 
variations of slate with a smooth, long-
lasting finish.

Valle can be used as a large format wall 
tile but it is also an ideal coordinating 
tile for our Firenze wall tile.

exclusive collection

Part of the
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KIRN

Kirn

A neutral colour palette that lends itself to 
any interior design scheme. The matt finish 
has improved slip-resistant properties.

600x300x10mm Matt Wall/floor
600x600x10mm Matt Wall/floor

600x300

600x600

Colours

Beige GraphiteBianco Grey

Porcelain36+

 KIRN

Coordinating grout  
colours can enhance 
your tile installation.

exclusive collection

Part of the
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STONEAGE  STONEAGE

Stone Age
Stone Age is a multi-colour limestone, 
presenting an aged accumulation of sands 
and minerals, as only Mother-Nature could 
masterfully create.

Meticulously reproducing the tones, grains 
and veins of the stone, it presents a natural 
genuineness and character in a sense of 
well-being and harmony.300x600mm  Ceramic Wall

600x600mm  Porcelain Wall

Porcelain / Ceramic

300x600

600x600

Colours Finishes

White

Natural Porcelain
Honed Porcelain
Polished Porcelain
Antislip Porcelain
Satin Ceramic
Gloss Ceramic

Greige Grey  Anthracite

White, Greige, Grey, 
Anthracite

White, Greige, Grey, 
Anthracite

White, Greige, Grey, 
Anthracite

White, Greige, Grey, 
Anthracite

Mosaic Ceramic Brick Mosaic Ceramic Mosaic Porcelain Sawn Ceramic

exclusive collection

Part of the

36+
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URBAN STONE URBAN STONE

Urban Stone

Endowed with a timeless and harmonious 
aesthetic, full of authenticity and life, 
Urban Stone is ideal for creating urban 
atmospheres full of personality. In the 
offering of decors, the Herringbone Mosaic 
stands out by offering sophistication and 
originality to spaces. The floor tile offers a 
rich texture with a personalised relief which 
perfectly reproduces the unique look of 
each piece, achieving an elevated sense of 
realism and authenticity.

300x900x5mm  Ceramic  Wall/floor
600x600x5mm  Porcelain Wall/floor
300x600x5mm  Porcelain Wall/floor

Porcelain / Ceramic

300x600

600x600

300x900

Colours

Greige Grey  Anthracite

Greige, Grey,  
Anthracite

Mix, Greige, Grey,  
Anthracite

Greige, Grey,  
Anthracite

Greige, Grey,  

Porcelain Mosaic Ceramic Mosaic

Herring Ceramic Wall Mosaic

67

exclusive collection

Part of the

Coordinating grout  
colours can enhance 
your tile installation.

36+
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Dandy
Recreating one of the icons of classic style, Dandy 
presents a bold approach for spaces with personality. 
Ideal for the creation of creative and sophisticated 
combinations, allowing for combinations of the micro 
cement base tiles, with the coloured flakes of the 
Terrazzo graphic. Available in 5 distinct colours,  
Dandy offers a balanced composition of design and 
colour, resulting in differentiated and sophisticated 

200x200x8.5mm Matt Wall/floor

20x20

Porcelain 

DANDY DANDY

exclusive collection

Part of the

White

Terrazzo 
White

Terrazzo 
White

Beige

Terrazzo 
Beige

Terrazzo 
Beige

Grey

Terrazzo 
Grey

Terrazzo 
Grey

Anthracite

Terrazzo 
Anthracite

Terrazzo 
Anthracite

Green

Terrazzo 
Green

Terrazzo 
Green

Mosaic

Colours

69

White Beige Grey Anthracite Green
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The information contained in this brochure is believed to be accurate at the date of publication. However, we would advise 
checking with us before ordering as product specifications can change. The colours depicted are as representative as the 
printing process allows so we strongly recommend requesting a sample to check that you are satisfied with the colour and finish.

HEAD OFFICE + LEICESTER 
DESIGN STUDIO

0116 289 2740 
leicester@parkside.co.uk 
Barnsdale Way, Grove Park,  
Enderby, Leicester LE19 1SN

OUR HOUSEBUILDER STUDIOS

OUR OTHER STUDIOS

CLERKENWELL SUSTAINABILITY 
DESIGN STUDIO 

0207 490 1523 
clerkenwell@parkside.co.uk 
44 Sekforde, Street  
London EC1R 0HA

CHELSEA DESIGN STUDIO 

0207 373 9900 
chelsea@parkside.co.uk 
120 Fulham Road,  
London SW3 6HU

COTSWOLDS DESIGN STUDIO 

01608 683 161 
cotswolds@parkside.co.uk 
Heath Farm, Swerford, 
Chipping Norton OX7 4BN

For general enquiries, email housebuild@parkside.co.uk or call 0116 276 2532
Visit our website: housebuilder.parkside.co.uk



GET IN TOUCH

Barnsdale Way, Grove Park,

Enderby, Leicester, LE19 1SN

T: 0116 276 2532

E: housebuild@parkside.co.uk

W: housebuilder.parkside.co.uk

Follow us on LinkedIn for the latest updates

   @Parkside – Housebuilder Tiles

August 22


